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(57) Abrégé/Abstract:
A composite-material structure used for an aircraft, comprises a holed structural member and an adjacent structural member that are a composite material made of fiber reinforced plastic. Both extend in a longitudinal direction of a main wing of the aircraft. The adjacent structural member is connected to a side portion of the holed structural member. The holed structural member and the adjacent structural member are configured to have applied thereto a tensile compressive load. The holed structural member is configured to have a total tensile/compressive rigidity in the longitudinal direction lower than a total tensile/compressive rigidity of the adjacent structural member. A bottom-surface skin of a main wing is formed of the holed structural member and the adjacent structural member that connects the holed structural member with the adjacent structural member. The hole is an access hole used for inspecting a fuel tank provided inside the main wing.
Abstract

A composite-material structure used for an aircraft, comprises a holed structural member and an adjacent structural member that are a composite material made of fiber reinforced plastic. Both extend in a longitudinal direction of a main wing of the aircraft. The adjacent structural member is connected to a side portion of the holed structural member. The holed structural member and the adjacent structural member are configured to have applied thereto a tensile compressive load. The holed structural member is configured to have a total tensile/compressive rigidity in the longitudinal direction lower than a total tensile/compressive rigidity of the adjacent structural member. A bottom-surface skin of a main wing is formed of the holed structural member and the adjacent structural member that connects the holed structural member with the adjacent structural member. The hole is an access hole used for inspecting a fuel tank provided inside the main wing.
COMPOSITE-MATERIAL STRUCTURE AND AIRCRAFT MAIN WING AND
AIRCRAFT FUSELAGE PROVIDED WITH THE SAME

{Technical Field}

{0001}

The present invention relates to a composite-material
structure having a hole and to an aircraft main wing and an
aircraft fuselage provided with the same.

{Background Art}

{0002}

In the fields of, for example, aircraft, ships, vehicles,
etc., composite materials made of fiber reinforced plastics
(FRP: Fiber reinforced Plastics) are widely employed as high-
strength, lightweight structures. A hole sometimes is formed
in such composite materials to provide access for inspection
and during assembly. In the case where the hole is formed,
because stress concentration occurs at the circumferential
edge of the hole, the strength at the circumferential edge of
the hole needs to be enhanced.

{0003}

Patent Literature 1 described below discloses an
invention that, to reinforce the circumferential edge of an
access hole in the skin of an aircraft, increases the
thickness thereof by adding a reinforcing layer, thus
increasing the strength thereof. The reinforcing layer
disclosed in Patent Literature 1 is secured to a base with pins or stitches to prevent it from peeling off when subjected to a load.

{Citation List}

{Patent Literature}

{0004}


{Summary of Invention}

{Technical Problem}

{0005}

However, the invention disclosed in the above-described Patent Literature 1 has a problem with productivity because there is an additional process of applying pins or stitches when adding the reinforcing layer.

{0006}

As a method in which such pins or stitches are not employed, a bottom-surface skin 103 of a main wing 100 in an aircraft having a structure shown in Figs. 8A and 8B is known. As shown in Fig. 8A, a plurality of access holes 102 are formed at a widthwise center portion in the bottom-surface skin 103. The access holes 102 are used for inspecting a fuel tank or during assembly. Note that broken lines shown in the figure indicate the outline of the main wing 100, including a flap, a slat, etc.
As shown in Fig. 8B, reinforcing laminates 104 are stacked (padded up) on base laminates 106 to reinforce circumferential edges of the access holes 102. The reinforcing laminates 104 have shapes that, when viewed in cross-section as in Fig. 8B, taper is formed such that the thicknesses thereof decrease as the distance from the access holes 102 increases. Although fixed-thickness portions 104a, which have fixed thicknesses and are positioned at the circumferential edges of the access holes 102, are adequate to reinforce the access holes 102, if only the fixed-thickness portions 104a are provided, peeling occurs at the interfaces with the bases 106 when subjected to a load. In order to prevent this peeling, instead of providing only the fixed-thickness portions 104a, tapering portions 104b are formed extending further therefrom, and the thicknesses thereof gradually increase. Note that, although the tapering portions 104b are shown with a hatched pattern in Fig. 8B for ease of understanding, the tapering portions 104b and the fixed-thickness portions 104a are continuous and are formed of the same laminated sheets.

However, although the structure like that in Figs. 8A and 8B makes the process of applying pins or stitches, such as those in the above-described Patent Literature 1, unnecessary, solely from the viewpoint of reinforcing the access holes 102,
there is no inherent need for the tapering portions 104b, and they cause an increase in weight.

The present invention has been conceived in light of the above-described circumstances, and an object of some embodiments thereof is to provide a composite-material structure that can be made lighter, taking into consideration the stress concentration at circumferential edges of holes, and an aircraft main wing and an aircraft fuselage provided with the same.

In some embodiments, a composite-material structure of the present invention and an aircraft main wing and an aircraft fuselage provided with the same employ the following.

A composite-material structure of some embodiments of the present invention is a composite-material structure including a holed structural member that is a composite material made of fiber reinforced plastic which extends in one direction and in which a hole is formed; and an adjacent structural member that is a composite material made of fiber reinforced plastic which extends in the one direction and which is connected to a side portion of the holed structural member, wherein a tensile load and/or a compressive load are/is applied in the one direction, and wherein a tensile rigidity and/or a compressive rigidity of
the holed structural member in the one direction are/is lower than a tensile rigidity and/or a compressive rigidity of the adjacent structural member in the one direction.

Because the tensile rigidity of the holed structural member in the one direction is lower than the tensile rigidity of the adjacent structural member in the one direction, a tensile load is mainly borne by the adjacent structural member. Therefore, because the tensile load exerted on the holed structural member becomes relatively low, a stress concentration occurring at a circumferential edge that forms the hole is alleviated. Accordingly, as compared with a case in which the holed structural member is given an equivalent tensile rigidity to the adjacent structural member, reinforcement at the circumferential edge of the hole can be reduced.

In the case where the compressive rigidity of the holed structural member in the one direction is lower than the compressive rigidity of the adjacent structural member in the one direction, a compressive load is mainly borne by the adjacent structural member. Therefore, because a compressive load exerted on the holed structural member becomes relatively low, stress concentration occurring at the circumferential edge that forms the hole is alleviated. Accordingly, as compared with a case in which the holed structural member is
given an equivalent compressive rigidity to the adjacent structural member, reinforcement at the circumferential edge of the hole can be reduced.

In a case where a tensile load and a compressive load are exerted (i.e., a case in which a bending load is exerted) on the composite-material structure, the tensile rigidity and compressive rigidity of the holed structural member in the one direction should be made lower than tensile rigidity and compressive rigidity of the adjacent structural member in the one direction, and thus, the tensile load and the compressive load should be mainly borne by the adjacent structural member.

With the composite-material structure of the present invention, the holed structural member is a composite material whose main components are fibers oriented in directions of +/-30° or greater and +/-60° or less, or preferably in the directions of +/-45°.

Because the composite material is mainly formed of the fibers oriented in the directions of +/-30° or greater and +/-60° or less, or preferably in the directions of +/-45°, the tensile rigidity in the 0° direction (the one direction) is lowered, and a composite material that allows stretching in the tensile direction (and/or the compression direction) can be realized. In addition, because the fibers are mainly
provided in the directions of +/-30° or greater and +/-60° or less, or preferably in the directions of +/-45°, the strength in the shearing direction (the direction perpendicular to the one direction, i.e., directions of +/-90°) is increased, and the torsional rigidity can be increased.

Note that "mainly formed of the fibers oriented in the directions of +/-30° or greater and +/-60° or less, or preferably in the directions of +/-45°" means that the blending ratio of the fibers in the directions of +/-30° or greater and +/-60° or less, or preferably in the directions of +/-45°, is higher than in a generally employed composite material (for example, the adjacent structural member). This means that the blending ratio is higher than it is in, for example, an ordinary composite material employed in a main wing of an aircraft, whose blending ratio is about 60% ((0°, +45°, -45°, 90°) = (30%, 30%, 30%, 10%)) for the fibers in the directions of +/-45°, i.e., for example, 70% or greater, or preferably 80% or greater.

To reduce the rigidity in the 0° direction in the holed structural member further, it is preferable that the fibers in the 0° direction be a material having lower rigidity than the fibers in the directions of +/-30° or greater and +/-60° or less, or preferably in the directions of +/-45°. For example, in the case where carbon fibers are employed in the directions of +/-30° or greater and +/-60° or less, or preferably in the
directions of +/-45°, glass fibers or aramid fibers are employed.

{0013}

With the composite-material structure of the present invention, a bottom-surface skin of a main wing in an aircraft is formed of a plurality of composite materials having division surfaces that extend in a longitudinal direction of the main wing, and, of these composite materials, a composite material having an access hole as the hole formed in the bottom-surface skin serves as the holed structural member, and other composite materials serve as the adjacent structural members.

{0014}

The bottom-surface skin forms a bottom-surface portion of a torque box that bears a load exerted on the main wing of the aircraft. Therefore, this bottom-surface skin is subjected to a tensile load in the main-wing longitudinal direction during flight. Because the composite material in which the access hole is formed serves as the above-described holed structural member, and the composite material connected to the holed structural member serves as the above-described adjacent structural member, the tensile load is mainly borne by the adjacent structural member, and only relatively low tensile load is exerted on the holed structural member. Therefore, the reinforcement at the circumferential edge of the access
hole can be reduced, and a main wing with reduced weight can be provided.

(0015)

With the composite-material structure of the present invention, a skin of a fuselage of an aircraft is formed of a plurality of composite materials having division surfaces that extend in a longitudinal direction of the fuselage, and, of these composite materials, a composite material having a window hole as the hole formed in the skin serves as the holed structural member, and other composite materials serve as the adjacent structural members.

(0016)

The fuselage of the aircraft is subjected to a tensile load and a compressive load (that is, a bending load) in the longitudinal direction. Because the composite material in which the window hole is formed serves as the above-described holed structural member and the composite material connected to the holed structural member serves as the above-described adjacent structural member, the tensile load and the compressive load are mainly borne by the adjacent structural member, and only relatively low tensile load and compressive load are exerted on the holed structural member. Therefore, the reinforcement at the circumferential edge of the access hole can be reduced, and a main wing with reduced weight can be provided.
The present invention further relates to a composite-material structure used for an aircraft, comprising: a holed structural member that is a composite material made of fiber reinforced plastic, the holed structural member extending in a longitudinal direction of a main wing of the aircraft and having at least one hole formed therein, and the longitudinal direction of the main wing being a span-wise direction of the main wing; and an adjacent structural member that is a composite material made of fiber reinforced plastic which extends in the longitudinal direction of the main wing and which is connected to a side portion of the holed structural member, wherein the holed structural member and the adjacent structural member are configured to have applied thereto a tensile load and/or a compressive load in the longitudinal direction of the main wing, wherein the holed structural member is configured to have a total tensile rigidity and/or a total compressive rigidity of the holed structural member in the longitudinal direction of the main wing are/is lower than a total tensile rigidity and/or a total compressive rigidity of the adjacent structural member in the longitudinal direction of the main wing, wherein a bottom-surface skin of a main wing in the aircraft is formed of the holed structural member and the adjacent structural member having division surfaces that extend in the longitudinal direction of the main wing and that connects the holed structural member with the adjacent structural member, and, wherein the hole is an access hole used for inspecting a fuel tank provided inside the main wing, during assembly, and so on.
The present invention still further relates to a composite-material structure used for an aircraft, comprising: a holed structural member that is a composite material made of fiber reinforced plastic, the holed structural member extending in a longitudinal direction of a fuselage of the aircraft and having at least one hole formed therein, and the longitudinal direction of the fuselage being a span-wise direction of the fuselage; and an adjacent structural member that is a composite material made of fiber reinforced plastic which extends in the longitudinal direction of a fuselage and which is connected to a side portion of the holed structural member, wherein the holed structural member and the adjacent structural member are configured to have applied thereto a tensile load and/or a compressive load in the longitudinal direction of the fuselage, wherein the holed structural member is configured to have total tensile rigidity and/or a total compressive rigidity of the holed structural member in the longitudinal direction of the fuselage are/is lower than a total tensile rigidity and/or a total compressive rigidity of the adjacent structural member in the longitudinal direction of the fuselage, wherein a skin of the fuselage of the aircraft is formed of the holed structural member and the adjacent structural member having division surfaces that extend in the longitudinal direction of the fuselage and that connect the holed structural member with the adjacent structural member, and wherein the at least one hole is used as a window hole in which a window material is installed.
{Advantageous Effects of Invention}

{0017}

With a composite-material structure of the present invention and an aircraft main wing and an aircraft fuselage provided with the same, because the tensile rigidity and/or compressive rigidity of a holed structural member are/is made lower than the tensile rigidity and/or compressive rigidity of an adjacent structural member, thereby reducing concentrated stress exerted at a circumferential edge of a hole, a reinforcing structure for the circumferential edge of the hole can be simplified, and the weight thereof can be reduced.

{Brief Description of Drawings}

{0018}

{Fig. 1A} Fig. 1A shows a plan view of a bottom-surface skin of a main wing of an aircraft according to a first embodiment of a composite-material structure of the present invention.

{Fig. 1B} Fig. 1B shows a longitudinal sectional view of a bottom-surface skin of a main wing of an aircraft according to a first embodiment of a composite-material structure of the present invention.

{Fig. 2} Fig. 2 is a perspective view showing the bottom-surface skin and a stringer that form a part of the main wing, having a box structure.

{Fig. 3} Fig. 3 is a lateral sectional view taken along A-A in Fig. 2.
(Fig. 4A) Fig. 4A is a lateral sectional view taken along B-B in Fig. 2, showing a method of securing the stringer and the bottom-surface skin.

(Fig. 4B) Fig. 4B is a lateral sectional view taken along B-B in Fig. 2, showing a method of securing the stringer and the bottom-surface skin.

(Fig. 4C) Fig. 4C is a lateral sectional view taken along B-B in Fig. 2, showing a method of securing the stringer and the bottom-surface skin.

(Fig. 4D) Fig. 4D is a lateral sectional view taken along B-B in Fig. 2, showing a method of securing the stringer and the bottom-surface skin.

(Fig. 5A) Fig. 5A is a lateral sectional view taken along B-B in Fig. 2, showing another method of securing the stringer and the bottom-surface skin.

(Fig. 5B) Fig. 5B is a lateral sectional view taken along B-B in Fig. 2, showing another method of securing the stringer and the bottom-surface skin.

(Fig. 5C) Fig. 5C is a lateral sectional view taken along B-B in Fig. 2, showing another method of securing the stringer and the bottom-surface skin.

(Fig. 5D) Fig. 5D is a lateral sectional view taken along B-B in Fig. 2, showing another method of securing the stringer and the bottom-surface skin.

(Fig. 6A) Fig. 6A is a lateral sectional view taken along B-B
in Fig. 2, showing another method of securing the stringer and the bottom-surface skin.

{Fig. 6B} Fig. 6B is a lateral sectional view taken along B-B in Fig. 2, showing another method of securing the stringer and the bottom-surface skin.

{Fig. 6C} Fig. 6C is a lateral sectional view taken along B-B in Fig. 2, showing another method of securing the stringer and the bottom-surface skin.

{Fig. 7} Fig. 7 is a side view showing a fuselage of an aircraft, showing another application example of the composite-material structure of the present invention.

{Fig. 8A} Fig. 8A shows a plan view of a bottom-surface skin of a main wing of an aircraft in the related art.

{Fig. 8B} Fig. 8B shows a longitudinal sectional view of a bottom-surface skin of a main wing of an aircraft in the related art.

Description of Embodiments}

{0019}

An embodiment of the present invention will be described below, using Figs. 1A to 3.

Figs. 1A and 1B shows a bottom-surface skin 3 of a main wing 1 of an aircraft. The bottom-surface skin 3 is formed of a composite-material structure made of fiber reinforced plastics (FRP: Fiber reinforced Plastics). Broken lines shown in the figure indicate the outline of the main wing 1,
including a flap, a slat, etc.

{0020}

As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the bottom-surface skin 3 forms a box-shaped torque box together with a front spar 20 and rear spar 22 that serve as side skins, which stand upright at both ends in the width direction of the bottom-surface skin 3, and a top surface skin 24 that connects top ends of the front spar 20 and the rear spar 22 with each other and thereby, the bottom-surface skin 3 bears a load in the main wing 1.

{0021}

The bottom-surface skin 3 is formed of three portions, that is, a front portion (adjacent structural member) 3a that is positioned at a leading edge side of the main wing 1, a center portion 3b that is connected to the front portion 3a, and a rear portion (adjacent structural member) 3c that is connected to the center portion 3b and that is positioned at a trailing edge side of the main wing 1. The front portion 3a, the center portion 3b, and the rear portion 3c are each connected with fasteners or by bonding at division surfaces 4 that extend in the longitudinal direction of the main wing 1. As will be described later, fastener connection or bonding connection may be appropriately selected.
As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, a plurality of stringers 26 are provided in the longitudinal direction of the main wing 1. The stringers 26 are made of the FRP composite material, as with the bottom-surface skin 3, etc. Each stringer 26 is secured to inner surfaces of the bottom-surface skin 3 and the top-surface skin 24, and mainly bears a load in the longitudinal direction of the main wing 1.

Ribs 28 are provided inside the main wing 1 having the box structure so as to divide the internal space into multiple sections in the longitudinal direction. The ribs 28 are plate-like, extending in the width direction (a direction perpendicular to the longitudinal direction) of the main wing 1, and a plurality of them are arranged at predetermined intervals in the longitudinal direction of the wing. As shown in Fig. 3, front and rear ends of each rib 28 are secured to the front spar 20 and the rear spar 22, respectively, with specified fasteners 30, such as bolts, nuts, etc.

The front portion 3a of the bottom-surface skin 3 is made of a composite material whose main components are carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP: Carbon Fiber reinforced Plastics). The ratios of the orientations of the carbon fibers are set approximately to those normally employed in aircraft
structures; for example, the configuration thereof is such that a plurality of sheets, which include the individual fiber orientations, are stacked so that \((0^\circ, +45^\circ, -45^\circ, 90^\circ) = (30\%, 30\%, 30\%, 10\%)\), when the direction in which the main wing 1 extends (longitudinal direction) is defined as \(0^\circ\). The number of laminated layers in the composite material employed in the front portion 3a is determined by the strength to be borne thereby, and is set to, for example, several tens of layers.

{0024}

As with the front portion 3a, the rear portion 3c of the bottom-surface skin 3 is made of a composite material whose main components are carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP). As with the front portion 3a, the ratios of the orientations of the carbon fibers are set approximately to those normally employed in aircraft structures; for example, the configuration thereof is such that a plurality of sheets, which include the individual fiber orientations, are stacked so that \((0^\circ, +45^\circ, -45^\circ, 90^\circ) = (30\%, 30\%, 30\%, 10\%)\), when the direction in which the main wing 1 extends (longitudinal direction) is defined as \(0^\circ\). The number of laminated layers in the composite material employed in the rear portion 3c is determined by the strength to be borne thereby, and is set to, for example, several tens of layers.

{0025}
The center portion 3b of the bottom-surface skin 3 is made of a composite material whose main components are the carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP). A plurality of access holes (holes) 5, which are used for inspecting a fuel tank provided inside the main wing 1, during assembly, etc. are formed at predetermined intervals along the extending direction of the main wing 1. In this way, the center portion 3b is formed as a holed structural member. Note that the access holes 5 are not formed in the front portion 3a and the rear portion 3c described above.

As shown in Fig. 1B, the center portion 3b has a fixed thickness; the number of laminated layers is greater as compared with the front portion 3a and the rear portion 3c; and thus, the thickness thereof is greater by a corresponding amount.

The ratios of the orientations of the carbons fibers in the center portion 3b differ from those for the front portion 3a and the rear portion 3c, and are mainly set at +/-45° when the extending direction of the main wing 1 is defined as 0°. Specifically, the orientation ratios for +/-45° are greater than those in the front portion 3a and the rear portion 3c; the configuration thereof is such that a plurality of sheets, which include the individual fiber orientations, are stacked so that, for example, the orientation ratios for +/-45° are 70% or greater, or preferably 80% or greater. Furthermore, in
order to reduce tensile rigidity in the 0° direction, fibers in the 0° direction may be changed from the carbon fibers to glass fibers (Glass fiber) or aramid fibers (Aramid fiber).

Methods of connecting the front portion 3a and the rear portion 3c with the center portion 3b of the bottom-surface skin 3 will be described.

With this embodiment, although the proportion of the strength borne by the center portion 3b in the longitudinal direction is lower than the front portion 3a and the rear portion 3c, because the access holes 5 are formed and stress concentrates thereat, the plate thickness thereof is greater than the front portion 3a and the rear portion 3c. In this case, connecting methods shown in Figs. 4A to 6C are applied.

In Figs. 4A to 4D, in order to absorb a difference in plate thicknesses between the center portion 3b and the front portion 3a (or the rear portion 3c), an increased thickness portion 3d formed by gradually increasing the thickness thereof with a tapering portion 3e is provided at an end of the front portion 3a (or the rear portion 3c) close to the division surface 4. By doing so, the plate thicknesses among the center portion 3b, the front portion 3a, and the rear portion 3c become equal, and they can be stably secured via the stringers 26.
The stringers 26 and the bottom-surface skin 3 (the center portion 3b, the front portion 3a, and the rear portion 3c) are secured at positions indicated by one-dot chain lines, as shown in Fig. 4A, with fasteners 40 formed of bolts, nuts, etc.

As shown in Fig. 4B, a method in which the stringers 26 and the bottom-surface skin 3 (the center portion 3b, the front portion 3a, and the rear portion 3c) are secured with the fasteners 40 after being bonded at bonding portions 42 provided therebetween may be employed.

As shown in Fig. 4C, a method in which securing is achieved only by bonding at the bonding portions 42, without using fasteners, may be employed.

In addition to a method in which the stringers 26 and the bottom surface skin 3 (the center portion 3b, the front portion 3a, and the rear portion 3c) are bonded with an adhesive after both of them are individually cured (post-curing bonding method), a co-bonding (co-bond) method in which an adhesive is interposed between the cured stringers 26 and pre-cured bottom-surface skin 3, which are then integrally cured by applying temperature and/or pressure, a co-curing (co-cure) method in which an adhesive is interposed between pre-cured stringers 26 and the pre-cured bottom-surface skin 3 that are then integrally cured by applying temperature and/or
pressure, etc., can be employed in bonding. The bonding methods like these can also be applied to connecting methods in Figs. 5A to 6C, described below.

As shown in Fig. 4D, the division surfaces 4 may be provided with inclinations with respect to the plate thickness direction. By forming the division surfaces 4 as such inclined surfaces, the surface area with which the center portion 3b and the front portion 3a (or the rear portion 3c) overlap and come in contact is increased; therefore, the connection therebetween can be made more stable. The division surfaces 4 like these can also be applied to the connecting methods in Figs. 5A to 6C, described below.

In Figs. 5A to 5D, in order to absorb a difference in plate thicknesses between the center portion 3b and the front portion 3a (or the rear portion 3c), fillers 44 are interposed between the stringers 26 and the front portion 3a (or the rear portion 3c). As the fillers 44, the same fiber reinforced composite material as that used in the front portion 3a, etc. can be employed, or a titanium alloy, etc. can also be employed.

Like Fig. 4A, Fig. 5A shows a method of securing the stringers 26 and the bottom-surface skin 3 (the center portion 3b, the front portion 3a, and the rear portion 3c) only with
the fasteners 40.

Fig. 5B shows a method in which bonding portions 46 are provided between the fillers 44 and the front portion 3a (or the rear portion 3c), and the fasteners 40 are additionally employed for securing them.

Fig. 5C shows a method in which, in addition to that in Fig. 5B, bonding portions 48 are provided between the stringers 26 and both the center portion 3b and the front portion 3a (or the rear portion 3c) for securing them.

Fig. 5D shows a method of securing only by bonding at the bonding portions 46 and 48, wherein the fasteners 40 employed in Fig. 5C are omitted.

{0031}

In Figs. 6A to 6C, in order to absorb a difference in plate thicknesses between the center portion 3b and the front portion 3a (or the rear portion 3c), the shape of the stringers 26 is changed. Specifically, plate thicknesses of flanges 26a in the stringer 26 near the front portion 3a (or the rear portion 3c) are made greater than those of flanges 26b thereof near the center portion 3b, and bottom surfaces of the flanges 26a are positioned closer to the front portion 3a.

Like Fig. 4A, Fig. 6A shows a method of securing the stringers 26 and the bottom-surface skin 3 (the center portion 3b, the front portion 3a, and the rear portion 3c) only with the fasteners 40.
Like Fig. 4B, Fig. 6B shows a securing method in which both the fasteners 40 and bonding at the bonding portions 42 are employed.

Like Fig. 4C, Fig. 6C shows a method of securing only by bonding at the bonding portions 42, without employing the fasteners 40.

Next, effects and advantages afforded when employing the main wing 1 with the above-described configuration will be described.

During flight, the main wing 1 is subjected to a load so that a tip thereof is shifted upward. Therefore, the bottom-surface skin 3 of the main wing 1 is subjected to a tensile load in the extending direction (0° direction) thereof. The tensile load in the 0° direction is mainly borne by the front portion 3a and the rear portion 3c of the bottom-surface skin 3 instead of the center portion 3b. This is because, as compared with the front portion 3a and the rear portion 3c, the center portion 3b is mainly formed of the fibers having the +/-45° orientations and is a composite material having low rigidity against a tensile load in the 0° direction. Therefore, because a lower tensile load is exerted on the center portion 3b as compared with the front portion 3a and the rear portion 3c, strength required for the circumferential edges of the access holes 5 is decreased. In other words, as
compared with a case in which a composite material with the orientation ratios employed in the front portion 3a and the rear portion 3c is employed, the number of laminated layer (thickness thereof) can be reduced. However, because it is still necessary to bear the concentrated stress exerted at the circumferential edges of the access holes 5, the number of laminated layers in the center portion 3b is greater (thicker) than the number of the laminated layers in the front portion 3a and the rear portion 3c.

Because the center portion 3b is mainly +/-45°, it is reinforced with regard to rigidity in a shearing direction, that is, torsional rigidity. Therefore, the center portion 3b is configured so as not to bear an axial force (tensile load) but to bear a torsional load. In the load exerted on the main wing 1, the torsional load is small, being about 30% relative to the tensile load; therefore, the thickness of the center portion 3b does not need to be increased as much as in the case shown in Fig. 8B in which a tensile load at the bottom-surface skin is directly exerted on the circumferential edges of the access holes.

(0033)

As shown in Fig. 1B, because the center portion 3b is a separate member from the front portion 3a and the rear portion 3c, peeling like that described using Figs. 8A and 8B is less likely to occur. In other words, this is because a tensile
force is not transmitted between the individual portions 3a, 3b, and 3c, even if there are level differences in the thickness direction between the center portion 3b and both the front portion 3a the rear portion 3c, because each laminated sheet is separated between the center portion 3b, and both the front portion 3a and the rear portion 3c.

Because the tapering portion 104b like the one shown in Fig. 8B is not required in this embodiment, the weight can be reduced by the corresponding amount.

Although this embodiment has been described with regard to the application to the bottom-surface skin 3, the present invention is not limited thereto, and wide application is possible so long as composite-material structure having holes are involved.

For example, the same structure as with the bottom-surface skin 3 may be applied to the top-surface skin that forms the torque box together with the bottom-surface skin 3. Although a compressive load is exerted on the top-surface skin in this case, by setting the compressive strength of the center portion, in which the holes are formed, lower than the front portion and the rear portion, concentrated stress exerted at the circumferential edges of the holes formed in the center portion can be alleviated.
As shown in Fig. 7, the same materials as those in the center portion 3b in the above-described embodiment may be applied to a center portion 12 of an aircraft fuselage 10 in which window holes 11 where window materials are installed are formed, and the same materials as those in the front portion 3a and the rear portion 3c in the above-described embodiment may be applied to other adjacent members 13. Although a bending load (i.e., tensile load and compressive load) is exerted on the fuselage 10 in this case, by setting the tensile strength and the compressive strength of the center portion 12 to be lower than that of the other members 13, concentrated stress exerted at circumferential edges of the window holes 11 formed in the center portion 12 can be alleviated.

Without limitation to aircraft, the composite-material structure of the present invention can also be applied to, for example, ships, vehicles, etc.

Although the above-described embodiment mainly employs the carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP), the present invention is not limited thereto; for example, a glass fiber reinforced plastic (GFRP: Glass Fiber reinforced Plastic) or an aramid fiber reinforced plastic (AFRP: Aramid Fiber reinforced Plastic) may be employed.
1 main wing

3 bottom-surface skin (composite-material structure)

3a front portion (adjacent structural member)

3b center portion (holed structural member)

3c rear portion (adjacent structural member)

5 access hole (hole)
CLAIMS:

1. A composite-material structure used for an aircraft, comprising:

   a holed structural member that is a composite material made of fiber reinforced plastic, the holed structural member extending in a longitudinal direction of a main wing of the aircraft and having at least one hole formed therein, and the longitudinal direction of the main wing being a span-wise direction of the main wing; and

   an adjacent structural member that is a composite material made of fiber reinforced plastic which extends in the longitudinal direction of the main wing and which is connected to a side portion of the holed structural member,

   wherein the holed structural member and the adjacent structural member are configured to have applied thereto a tensile load and/or a compressive load in the longitudinal direction of the main wing,

   wherein the holed structural member is configured to have a total tensile rigidity and/or a total compressive rigidity of the holed structural member in the longitudinal direction of the main wing are/is lower than a total tensile rigidity and/or a total compressive rigidity of the adjacent structural member in the longitudinal direction of the main wing,

   wherein a bottom-surface skin of a main wing in the aircraft is formed of the holed structural member and the adjacent structural member having division surfaces that extend
in the longitudinal direction of the main wing and that connects the holed structural member with the adjacent structural member, and,

wherein the hole is an access hole used for inspecting a fuel tank provided inside the main wing, during assembly, and so on.

2. A composite-material structure used for an aircraft, comprising:

- a holed structural member that is a composite material made of fiber reinforced plastic, the holed structural member extending in a longitudinal direction of a fuselage of the aircraft and having at least one hole formed therein, and the longitudinal direction of the fuselage being a span-wise direction of the fuselage; and

- an adjacent structural member that is a composite material made of fiber reinforced plastic which extends in the longitudinal direction of a fuselage and which is connected to a side portion of the holed structural member,

wherein the holed structural member and the adjacent structural member are configured to have applied thereto a tensile load and/or a compressive load in the longitudinal direction of the fuselage,

wherein the holed structural member is configured to have total tensile rigidity and/or a total compressive rigidity of the holed structural member in the longitudinal direction of the fuselage are/is lower than a total tensile rigidity and/or
a total compressive rigidity of the adjacent structural member in the longitudinal direction of the fuselage,

wherein a skin of the fuselage of the aircraft is formed of the holed structural member and the adjacent structural member having division surfaces that extend in the longitudinal direction of the fuselage and that connect the holed structural member with the adjacent structural member, and

wherein the at least one hole is used as a window hole in which a window material is installed.

3. A composite-material structure according to Claim 1 or 2, wherein the holed structural member is a composite material whose main components are fibers oriented in directions of +/-30° or greater and +/-60° or less, when the longitudinal direction of the main wing or the longitudinal direction of the fuselage is defined as 0°.

4. A composite-material structure according to Claim 1 or 2, wherein the holed structural member is a composite material whose main components are fibers oriented in +/-45° directions, when the longitudinal direction of the main wing or the longitudinal direction of the fuselage is defined as 0°.

5. An aircraft main wing provided with a composite-material structure according to Claim 1.

6. An aircraft fuselage provided with a composite-material structure according to Claim 2.
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